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Melendez-Calderon A, Tan M, Bittmann MF, Burdet E, Patton
JL. Transfer of dynamic motor skills acquired during isometric
training to free motion. J Neurophysiol 118: 219–233, 2017. First
published March 29, 2017; doi:10.1152/jn.00614.2016.—Recent
studies have explored the prospects of learning to move without
moving, by displaying virtual arm movement related to exerted force.
However, it has yet to be tested whether learning the dynamics of
moving can transfer to the corresponding movement. Here we present
a series of experiments that investigate this isometric training para-
digm. Subjects were asked to hold a handle and generate forces as
their arms were constrained to a static position. A precise simulation
of reaching was used to make a graphic rendering of an arm moving
realistically in response to the measured interaction forces and simu-
lated environmental forces. Such graphic rendering was displayed on
a horizontal display that blocked their view to their actual (statically
constrained) arm and encouraged them to believe they were moving.
We studied adaptation of horizontal, planar, goal-directed arm move-
ments in a velocity-dependent force field. Our results show that
individuals can learn to compensate for such a force field in a virtual
environment and transfer their new skills to the actual free motion
condition, with performance comparable to practice while moving.
Such nonmoving techniques should impact various training conditions
when moving may not be possible.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY This study provided early evidence sup-
porting that training movement skills without moving is possible. In
contrast to previous studies, our study involves 1) exploiting cross-
modal sensory interactions between vision and proprioception in a
motionless setting to teach motor skills that could be transferable to a
corresponding physical task, and 2) evaluates the movement skill of
controlling muscle-generated forces to execute arm movements in the
presence of external forces that were only virtually present during
training.

motor learning; motor adaptation; visual feedback; isometric

WE PLAN, EXECUTE, AND LEARN new movements by integrating
information from different sensory modalities and our previous
experience of the environment. The difference between pre-
dicted and actual sensory consequences of movement — one
form of error — allows us to adapt and update our actions

(Takiyama et al. 2015). How much we adapt our movements
from such errors depends on the ability of the central nervous
system (CNS) to recognize familiar errors and make use of
recent experiences (Herzfeld et al. 2014); we learn more from
persistent errors than from persistent changes in the system.
When our CNS receives conflicting sensory information be-
tween sensory modalities — another form of error — the CNS
needs to understand what caused such discrepancy to make
sense of the environment (Berniker and Kording 2008) —
credit assignment problem — and learn performing actions in
it. If there is unreliable or inconsistent feedback, it is generally
accepted that the CNS combines available sensory information
based on its perceived reliability and prior experience to
resolve error information (Ernst and Banks 2002; Körding and
Wolpert 2004).

Sensory information can be incorporated into the motor plan
or neglected by CNS depending on its perceived relevance to
the context in which the information is obtained. For example,
when subjects perform point-to-point reaching movements
under a force field with visual information about the extent of
the movement, while lacking visual information about the
lateral deviation from the straight line to the target, subjects did
not compensate for the field (Scheidt et al. 2005). One inter-
pretation of this study is that the conflicting sensory informa-
tion between vision and proprioception hampered adaptation;
another interpretation can be that proprioceptive information
was irrelevant to achieve the goal of the task. This latter
interpretation is backed up by a second experimental group
performed by Scheidt et al. (2005) and by Franklin et al.
(2007), who observed that, when the context-relevant visual
feedback was removed completely during reaching move-
ments, subjects could still adapt to the force field. Another
example on the importance of context-relevant feedback is
given by Franklin and Wolpert (2008). In their experiment,
Franklin and Wolpert observed that conflicting visual feedback
affected the trajectory of reaching movements only when the
visual information was “task relevant,” meaning that the con-
flicting information was maintained until the end of the move-
ment. Indeed, context-relevant feedback can be so deceptive to
the CNS that different groups have been able to create the
perception of distance, size, displacement, mass, stiffness, and
even texture by modifying only the visual information pro-
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vided (Dominjon et al. 2005; Lecuyer 2009; Lecuyer et al.
2010). These studies have shown that the CNS can be “tricked”
to perceive physical properties that do not actually exist.

If movement adaptation and environment perception can be
influenced by conflicting, yet context-relevant, sensory infor-
mation, can we exploit such mechanisms to teach movement
skills in the absence of motion? Our hypothesis is that, if the
CNS has a sensor-independent representation of movements,
which results from combining information from different sen-
sory modalities, it should then be possible to learn from a
sensor-independent error signal and transfer those skills to a
task in which all sensory information is available, as long as
the feedback is context relevant. In this regard, this study
investigates the extreme case of training a dynamic movement
in isometric conditions — isometric training — by creating a
synesthetic illusion (Biocca et al. 2001) of movement and
evaluates the transfer of skills to the corresponding dynamic
task in free motion. During isometric training, not only is
proprioception arising from muscle spindles not veridical, but
other mechanoreceptors that can include Golgi tendon organs
and even skin sensors are all different from that of the real
motion condition. Thus it is unclear whether isometric training
would transfer to the corresponding task or would result in
poorly performing movement patterns. However, we believe
that there exists a domain of generalization where muscle
contraction sequences and visual information sufficiently over-
laps with reality during the isometric condition, which would
allow for sufficient generalization and transfer.

Several previous studies involved learning in isometric con-
ditions (e.g., Liu et al. 2006; Mah and Mussa-Ivaldi 2003;
Rotella et al. 2015; Todorov et al. 1997); however, they did not
test whether and how the learned motor skills in the isometric
scenario would transfer to actual movements. In contrast, our
study 1) involves exploiting the adaptive processes in a mo-
tionless setting to teach motor skills that could be transferable
to a corresponding physical task and 2) evaluates movement
skill of controlling/adapting to internal and external forces that
were only virtually present during training.

METHODS

Participants

Thirty-seven right-handed subjects in their twenties to thirties
participated in these experiments. Seven subjects participated in
experiment 1 (see Experiment 1: Evaluation), while thirty participated
in experiment 2 (see Experiment 2: Verification).

To participate in this study, participants had to be at least 21 yr of
age and had no physical or mental disorders that would prevent
completion of the experimental protocol. All subjects provided con-
sent in accordance with Northwestern University and the Rehabilita-
tion Institute of Chicago. All participants were naive to the experi-
mental procedures.

Experimental Setup

We studied horizontal, planar, goal-directed arm movements in a
velocity-dependent force field. Similar dynamic environments have
been well studied within the motor control community (e.g., Brashers-
Krug et al. 1996; Conditt et al. 1997; Flanagan et al. 1999; Franklin
et al. 2003; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994) and is thus an excellent
reference to test this technique.

Participants were seated in a chair of adjustable height to accom-
modate individual requirements. Their dominant hand, with forearm

in pronation, was attached to the end point of a two degree of
freedom (2-DOF) manipulandum (or robot) using bandages. A
wrist support prevented wrist movements, while an arm support
attached to the subject’s forearm kept the arm in horizontal
position and cancelled the influence of gravity. A 2-DOF force
sensor (Assurance Technologies, Bartlett, IL) was located at the
point of attachment between the robot’s end point and the handle,
directly below the palm of the hand.

The participants’ arms were occluded by a horizontal screen. A
realistic graphic rendering of an arm, with similar subject-specific
anatomical characteristics (i.e., arm lengths and position of centers of
rotation relative to the subjects’ seat position) — an “avatar arm” —
was displayed on the screen (Fig. 1). With such realistic visual
feedback, we aimed at creating a strong illusion among participants
that they were looking at their actual arm throughout the experiment.

A 0.5-cm diameter cursor was overlaid on the top of the avatar’s
hand. Participants were required to move the cursor from a 1-cm-
diameter origin toward three randomly appearing, 1-cm-diameter
targets oriented at 120° from each other.

During the free motion condition, the avatar’s movements matched
the participants’ actual arm movements while moving the manipulan-
dum. During the isometric condition, the robot’s end-effector was
clamped with a stiff, physical brake so that participants could not
move their arm; the avatar’s movements were determined by the
forces that subjects applied against the robot handle and animated
using “virtual” dynamic environments (see APPENDIX). The experi-
menter could manually switch between free motion and isometric
conditions in less than 10 s.

Throughout the experiments, participants experienced different
dynamic environments in both free and isometric conditions:

• Dynamic environments in free motion condition
–Real null field (rNF): free motion, no external forces were

applied.
–Real force field (rVF): a velocity-dependent force F (N) was

applied by the robot to the subject’s hand according to

F
→

� � 0 25

�25 0 �X
�→

(1)

where X
�→

s the subject’s hand velocity.
• Dynamic environments in the isometric condition
–Virtual null field (vNF): Subjects’ movements were constrained

by a physical brake. The force exerted to the manipulandum’s handle
moved the avatar according the equations of motion presented in the
APPENDIX.

–Virtual force field (vVF): Similar to vNF, with the addition of a
velocity-dependent field (Eq. 1) to the modeled arm dynamics.

Experiment 1: Evaluation

Seven subjects were asked to perform center-out movements to
three targets that were 10 cm from the origin and oriented at 120°
from each other. A trial started when subjects either left the origin or
the cursor speed was greater than 0.04 m/s. To advance to the next
trial, subjects were asked to return to the origin. Depending on the
experimental phase, movements from origin to target were perturbed
by a force field (real or virtual). Target-to-origin movements were
uninstructed and never perturbed by a force field. The presentation of
the targets was randomized such that no movement would repeat more
than twice in a row.

Feedback about the movement duration was provided after each
trial with a text on the screen indicating whether the movement was
“too slow” (above 0.7 s, target also turned blue), “too fast” (below 0.5
s, target turned red) or in the desired range (between 0.5 s and 0.7 s,
target turned green). Additionally, if the movement was performed
within the required time range and the maximum perpendicular error
(defined as the perpendicular distance between the cursor and the line
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connecting the origin with the target) was below 3 cm, the system
indicated “Perfect” and the screen’s background became green for a
few seconds. These feedback mechanisms were implemented to en-
sure the average speeds of movement remained relatively constant
(since applied forces depended on movement speed) and to encourage
subjects to perform straight movements.

The experimental protocol consisted of five phases in an isometric
condition followed by six phases in a free motion condition (see Fig.
2). Partial results of this experiment were presented in the conference
proceedings (Melendez-Calderon et al. 2015). In this article, we
present an updated analysis to (Melendez-Calderon et al. 2015) to be
consistent with the methodology used in experiment 2, without inval-
idating previous findings.

Experiment 2: Verification

The goal of experiment 2 was to test whether the observed
results of experiment 1 would hold after elimination of possible
confounding factors in experiment 1. Thirty healthy right-handed
subjects were randomly assigned to one of three different groups in
equal numbers:

• Transfer effects rVF (G1): Subjects trained movements in an
isometric condition under vVF and their performance in rVF in
free motion was tested immediately after the training session.

• Transfer effects rNF (G2): Subjects trained movements in an
isometric condition under vVF and their performance in rNF in
free motion was tested immediately after the training session.

• Control (G3): Subjects trained movements in free motion under
rVF; their performance in rVF and rNF was tested immediately
after the training session. This group was never exposed to the
isometric condition.

Subjects were asked to perform center-out movements to three
targets that were 15 cm from the origin (5 cm longer than in
experiment 1) and oriented at 120° from each other. In contrast to
experiment 1, subjects were asked to remain in the target after
completing the movement and perform a target-to-origin movement,
which was also perturbed by a force field for some of the experimental
phases, to prevent deadaptation during these movements. Data from

avatar arm
(visible)

2-DOF manipulandum
(robot)

*screen made semi-transparent
for illustration purposes. Screen 
completely occludes vision of the
arm during experiments.

force sensor
(between hand 
and robot’s handle)

A  Learning motor skills through a synesthetic illusion of movement

actual arm
(not visible)physical brake

(prevents motion)

             forces applied to the robot
(Note: For unstable environments, EMG could be used to 
model changes in joint impedance due to muscle co-contraction)

screen* complex 
environment
to be learned

B  Testing transfer of motor skills

brake is disengaged
(allows motion)

robot renders the 
complex environment

avatar arm
matches actual
arm movementsarm model

modeled arm position moves avatar

C  Actual experimental setup

actual arm
(not visible to the subject) arm support

avatar arm
(matches subject’s actual 
  arm dimensions)

2-DOF manipulandum
(robot)

Fig. 1. A diagram showing the physical layout of the experimental space. A: the isometric condition of the experiment, where the avatar arm moves based on
forces applied by the subject. The subject’s true arm is clamped so that it remains stationary. B: the free motion condition, the virtual arm model moves with
the arm, such that the virtual arm always overlaps with the subject’s true arm. C: actual look of the experimental condition, where a realistic virtual arm is
displayed.

Phase Name Condition Dynamic 
environment

# of trials per
direction

(# catch trials per
direction)

1 Familiarization

Is
om

et
ric

vNF 5

2 Before-effects vNF
(vVF catch trials)

28
(7)

3 Training
(Isometric) vVF 50

4 After-effects vVF
(vNF catch trials)

28
(7)

5 Refresher vVF 3
Experimenter pauses the experiment and disengages the brake (~30 s)

6 Transfer-effects

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rVF 3

7 Transfer-effects rVF
(rNF catch trials)

12
(3)

8 Training
(Free motion) rVF 20

9 After-effects rVF
(rNF catch trials)

28
(7)

10 Washout rNF 5

11 Post-washout rNF
(rVF catch trials)

28
(7)

Fig. 2. Experiment 1: Protocol. Intermittent catch trials, where a dynamic
environment is suddenly changed, are indicated with parentheses.
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target-to-origin movements was not considered in statistical analysis,
to keep consistency with experiment 1.

Even though movements in experiment 2 were longer than in
experiment 1, we still expected subjects to perform movements within
0.6 s. The rationale for this was to make the external forces stronger
and the task more challenging than experiment 1. Such increase in
difficulty would result in an increased magnitude of the errors. If
subjects are able to able to adapt to this more challenging environ-
ment, then the evidence for isometric training approach would be
more apparent.

To have better control over the consistency of movement speeds,
feedback about the movement speed was provided after each trial.
Assuming a minimum-jerk movement, we have a desired hand speed
peak of

ẋpeakDesired � 1.875 * movementLength [m] ⁄ movementTime [s]

ẋpeakDesired � 0.468 [m ⁄ s]
(2)

After each trial, the system indicated (without text as in experiment
1) whether the trial was too slow (hand speed peak 15% lower than
ẋpeakDesired, i.e., � 0.398 m/s, target turned blue), too fast (hand speed
peak 15% higher than ẋpeakDesired, i.e., � 0.539 m/s, target turned red),
or within the required peak speed range (target turned green), to
ensure the average peak speeds of movement remained relatively
constant since applied forces depended on movement speed. In addi-
tion, the screen’s background turned green if the movement was
within the required peak speed and with low perpendicular error (�3
cm, as in experiment 1).

For the transfer effects groups, the experimental protocol consisted
of three phases in free motion to identify baseline performance,
followed by three phases in isometric, where subjects were familiar-
ized to the isometric condition and exposed to vVF; the experiment
finished by an additional phase in free motion to evaluate the transfer
effects. For the control group, the experiment protocol was similar,
except that subjects were not exposed to isometric but remained in
free motion for the whole experiment. Details of the experimental
protocol are summarized in Fig. 3.

Data Analysis

Outcome measures. Different measures of directional error during
force-field paradigms have been used extensively to quantify adapta-
tion and feedforward control (Casadio et al. 2007; Donchin et al.
2003; Schabowsky et al. 2007; Smith and Shadmehr 2005; Thorough-
man and Shadmehr 2000). In our study, we quantified directional
error, defined in detail in the APPENDIX. This measure can be used as
an indicator of the trajectory “straightness” that resulted from feed-
forward control commands. It is a “signed” measure and can thus
identify biases to either side of the desired movement direction. In
addition, we quantified gross lateral movement corrections by the
number of times the velocity profile, along the axis perpendicular to
the line connecting the origin and the target, changed sign and reached
at least 25% of the peak speed. The calculation of movement correc-
tions excluded the corrections performed during stabilization, once the
subject reached the target.

Outliers. Outliers were removed from the data sets before any
statistical tests. We considered trials that indicated anticipation to
the appearance of the target on the screen as outliers. To identify
anticipation to the target appearance, we look at the exit angle af-
ter movement initiation. This corresponds to the angle that is
formed between the line joining the cursor position at movement
onset and the center of the target and the line tangent to the cursor
position at 50 ms after movement onset. We considered that
subjects were anticipating a movement to another direction if a
trial had an exit angle lower than �60° or higher than 60° as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Statistical analysis. For statistical analysis, we conducted an unre-
stricted least significant difference procedure. Data from each subject
and each experimental phase was first checked for normality using a
Shapiro-Wilk test. All directional error data passed the normality test;
thus multiple t-tests or paired t-tests were performed. For analysis of
lateral movement corrections we used Mann-Whitney tests (for non-
paired data) and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (for paired data). Given
the observational nature of our study, the main purpose of these
multiple comparisons was not to simultaneously generate and test
hypotheses, but rather to discern interesting differences that can be

Group Group
Transfer-
effects rVF

Transfer-
effects rNF Control

Phase Name Condition Dynamic environment

# of trials / 
direction
(# catch 
trials / 

direction)

Condition Dynamic 
environment

# of trials / 
direction
(# catch 
trials / 

direction)
1 Familiarization

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rNF 2

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rNF 2

2 Baseline rNF 5 rNF 5

3 Pre-training rNF
(rVF catch trials)

20
(5)

rNF
(rVF catch trials)

20
(5)

Experimenter pauses the experiment and engages the 
brake (~30 s)

Experimenter pauses the experiment and pretends
to do something with the robot (~30 s)

4 Familiarization

Is
om

et
ric

vNF 2

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n rNF 2

5 Baseline vNF 5 rVF 5

6 Training vVF 50 rVF 45
Experimenter pauses the experiment and disengages the

brake (~30 s)
Experimenter pauses the experiment and pretends

to do something with the robot (~30 s)

7 Post-training

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rVF NA 5

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rVF 5

Experimenter pauses the experiment and pretends
to do something with the robot (~30 s)

8 Post-training NA rNF 5

Fr
ee

m
ot

io
n

rNF 5

Fig. 3. Experiment 2: Protocol. Intermittent
catch trials, where a dynamic environment is
suddenly changed, are indicated with paren-
theses.
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tested more rigorously in subsequent studies. Therefore, the reported
P values should be seen as “an indication as to which of the observed
differences are likely to be real” (Saville 1990) and not necessarily as
a solid statistical proof. In the figures, one asterisk (*) represents
statistical significance at P � 0.05, two asterisks (**) at P � 0.01, and
three asterisks (***) at P � 0.001.

Whisker box plots were chosen to examine the spread of the
data. Each box shows the distance between two quartiles surround-
ing the median, and lower boundary line indicate the max[1st
quartile�1.5*IQR, min(data)], while the upper boundary line indi-
cate min[3rd quartile � 1.5*IQR, max(data)]. A diamond indicates
the sample mean, with end points spanning at 95% confidence interval
(CI) for the sample mean.

The reported mean CIs for paired differences are based on Stu-
dent’s t-distribution with (number of subjects�1) degrees of freedom;
whereas the CIs of difference of means from independent groups
consider 2*(number of subjects per group�1) degrees of freedom.
The CI for difference in medians from independent groups was
estimated by the Hodges-Lehmann method.

RESULTS

Experiment 1

Figure 5 shows the raw movement trajectories of the seven
unimpaired subjects that participated in this study. All subjects
adapted and compensated for the virtual force field in the isomet-
ric condition, as measured by a decrease in directional errors. For
the comparisons described below, please refer to Fig. 6.

Cursor movements in isometric under the influence of a
virtual force field (vVF) were much straighter after isometric
training than before the training: comparison A1 (2 vs. 3*)
[95% CI �(3*�2) � 29.34 � 2.77°; paired t-test, P � 0.001].
Movements after training were no different than movements in
isometric without a force field (i.e., vNF) prior to training:
comparison B1 (1 vs. 3*) [95% CI �(3*�1) � �2.08 � 3.63°;
paired t-test, P � 0.21).

The acquired motor skills after isometric training partially
transferred to the free motion condition. Comparison C1 (6 vs.
11) shows a statistically significant difference between move-
ments in free motion with a real force field (rVF) immediately
following the isometric training and unexpected rVF move-
ments after a washout period at the end of the experiment [95%
CI �(11�6) � �6.41 � 1.58°; paired t-test, P � 0.001]. This
suggests that subjects were able to compensate for the real
force field in free motion after the isometric training. However,
other comparisons suggest that these skills were only partially
transferred. Directional errors of movements of intermittent
trials in free motion when the real force field was unexpectedly
turned off, i.e., aftereffect movements, were not statistically
different after isometric training than after free motion training:
comparison D1 (7 vs. 9) [95% CI �(9�7) � 2.32 � 3.19°;
paired t-test, P � 0.12). However, after training rVF in free
motion, subjects compensated for the real force field slightly

Line tangent 
to cursor @ 
50ms after 
movement 
onset

Outlier trial
( exit angle < –60˚ or  exit angle > 60˚)

Non-outlier trial
(–60˚≤ exit angle ≤ 60˚)

Target

Origin

Exit angle

60˚

Line joining the 
cursor position at 
movement onset 
and the center of 
the target

–60˚

Exit angle

Cursor trajectory

Cursor trajectory

Cursor

Fig. 4. Example of a nonoutlier and an outlier trial based on exit angle
criterion.

S1

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
Isometric - Virtual movements with force-field ON (         ) and force-field OFF (         ) before isometric training with synesthetic illusion

Unconstrained - Real movements with force-field ON (         ) and force-field OFF (         ) after training with synesthetic illusion

Unconstrained - Actual movements with force-field ON after i) isometric training (         ) and ii) training in the unconstrained condition (         )

Isometric - Virtual movements with force-field ON (         ) and force-field OFF (         ) after isometric training with synesthetic illusion

Fig. 5. Movement trajectories of subjects participating in experiment 1. Subjects performed point-to-point (virtual) reaching movements in isometric and
unconstrained conditions. All subjects learned to compensate for a velocity-dependent field by training with a synesthetic illusion of movement, i.e., isometric
training.
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better than after training in isometric: comparison E1 (6 vs. 8*)
[95% CI �(8*�6) � 5.77 � 3.00°; paired t-test, P � 0.001].

The difference in comparison E1 indicates that the learned
motor commands after isometric training are not totally equiv-
alent to those learned after free motion training. While this can
be attributed to several factors (e.g., incomplete adaptation,
sudden congruency between visual and proprioceptive feed-
back, maladaptation of internal representation of limb state),
there is some indication that inaccuracies in the modeled arm
dynamics could have also played a role. Comparison F1 (2 vs.
11) shows that the effects of an unexpected force field on the
arm movements are greater on the simulated arm than on the
real one [95% CI �(11�2) � 15.19 � 6.47°; paired t-test, P �

0.01]. While the lower directional errors on phase 11 could also
be attributed to the fact that this phase was sampled at the
end of the experiment, similar effects were also observed
between virtual and real movements when the force field
was unexpectedly turned off after a training phase. Move-
ment deviations were greater on the simulated arm after
isometric training than deviations produced by the actual arm
after unconstrained training: comparison G1 (4 vs. 9) [95% CI
�(9�4) � �8.75 � 2.02°; paired t-test, P � 0.001]; comparison
H1 (4 vs. 7) [95% CI �(7�4) � �11.08 � 2.12°; paired t-test, P �
0.001].

Regardless of the possible effects introduced by model
inaccuracies, subjects moved similarly (visually) straight in
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vVF and rVF after its corresponding training phase: compari-
son I1 (3* vs. 8*) [95% CI �(8*�3*) � �1.97 � 3.37°; paired
t-test, P � 0.20). However, the force commands that allow the
simulated arm to move straight did not produce such straight
movements when actually moving in a force field: comparison
J1 (5 vs. 6) [95% CI �(6�5) � �4.96 � 4.06°; paired t-test,
P � 0.05]. Therefore, it is likely that our model had underes-
timated the arm mass, joint impedance, or intrinsic feedback
mechanisms.

Experiment 2

The results of experiment 1 suggest that the idea of training
movement skills without moving actually works. However, one
could argue that the observed transfer effects in experiment 1
could have been influenced by the exposure to the actual
dynamic environment by measuring rNF transfer effects with
intermittent exposure to rNF within rVF trials. Experiment 2
aimed at removing this conflicting factor by having two
groups, one in which we tested transfer effects in rVF and the
other transfer effects in rNF, without the use of catch trials. The
results from experiment 2 further support the findings of
experiment 1. For the comparisons described below, please
refer to Fig. 7.

Subjects from the transfer effect groups (G1 and G2) were
able to adapt and compensate for virtual force field (vVF) in the
isometric condition. Cursor movements in isometric condition
with a virtual force field (vVF) were straighter at the end than at
the beginning of the training phase: comparison A2 (6G1

b vs. 6G1
e )

[95% CI �(6G1
e �6G1

b ) � 23.18 � 2.33°; paired t-test, P � 0.001];
comparison B2 (6G2

b vs. 6G2
e ) [95% CI �(6G2

e �6G2
b ) � 18.03 � 5.34°;

paired t-test, P � 0.001]. Similarly, subjects in the control group
(G3) adapted to the force field in free motion: comparison C2 (6G3

b

vs. 6G3
e ) [95% CI �(6G3

e �6G3
b ) � 14.33 � 5.13°; paired t-test, P �

0.001].
Similar to the findings in experiment 1, the acquired motor

skills in isometric training were partially transferred to the free
motion condition. For the transfer effects rVF group (G1),
movements in free motion with rVF after isometric training were
1) straighter than intermittent trials in rVF before the training:
comparison D2 (3G1 vs. 7G1

b ) [95% CI �(7G1
b �3G1)

� 22.20 � 7.00°;
paired t-test, P � 0.001]; and 2) as straight as movements
performed by the control group (G3) after free motion training:
comparison E2 (7G1

b vs. 7G3
b ) [95% CI �(7G3

b )��(7G1
b ) � �2.76 �

7.18°; t-test, P � 0.42). For the transfer effects rNF group (G2),
directional errors of movements in free motion with rNF after
isometric training were 1) more skewed than baseline trials in rNF
before the training: comparison F2 (2G2 vs. 8G2

b ) [95% CI
�(8G2

b �2G2)
� 11.33 � 5.90°; paired t-test, P � 0.01]; and 2) as

skewed as rNF movements by the control group (G3) after free
motion training: comparison G2 (8G1

b vs. 8G3
b ) [95% CI �(8G3

b )�
�(8G1

b ) � 6.39 � 6.57°; t-test, P � 0.053).
While there were clear, positive transfer effects from iso-

metric training to free motion, it is also clear that isometric
training does not fully replace free motion training. Immedi-
ately after switching from isometric to free motion, subjects in
the transfer effects rVF group (G1) moved comparably as
straight as the control group (G3). However, after subsequent
trials in free motion, subjects in the transfer effects rVF group
had a slight increase in the directional errors: comparison H2

(7G1
b vs. 7G1

e ) [95% CI �(7G1
e �7G1

b ) � �8.80 � 6.08°; paired t-test,
P � 0.01]. The increase in the directional errors 1) was not
observed in the control group (G3): comparison I2 (7G3

b vs. 7G3
e )

[95% CI �(7G3
e �7G3

b ) � 3.01 � 5.01°; paired t-test, P � 0.20) and
2) led to a statistically significant difference between groups:
comparison J2 (7G1

e vs. 7G3
e ) [95% CI �(7G3

e ) � �(7G1
e ) � 9.05 �

6.97°; t-test, P � 0.05]. In addition, while the average number
of lateral movement corrections in free motion with rVF before
and after training increased for both G1 and G3: comparisons
Fig. 8A (pre-rVF G1 vs. post-rVF G1: 95% CI x̃�preG1

rVF �

postG1
rVF� � (0.33, 1.03); Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P � 0.01] and

(pre-rVF G3 vs. post-rVF G3: 95% CI x̃�preG3
rVF � postG3

rVF� � (0.04,
0.35); Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P � 0.05], G1 exhibited
more lateral movement corrections in free motion with rVF
after training compared with G3: comparison Fig. 8A (post-
rVF G1 vs. post-rVF G3) [95% CI x̃(postG3

rVF) � x̃(postG1
rVF) �

(�0.8, �0.2); Mann-Whitney test, P � 0.01]. The average
number of lateral movement corrections in free motion with
rNF after training was not statistically different between G2
and G3: comparison Fig. 8B (post-rNF G2 vs. post-rNF G3)
[95% CI x̃(postG3

rNF)� x̃(postG1
rNF) � (�0.03, 0.03); Mann-Whitney

test, P � 0.249).

DISCUSSION

This study provided early evidence supporting that training
movement skills without moving is possible. Isometric training
required subjects to apply coordinated forces on a handle as
their arms were constrained to a static, i.e., isometric, position.
A nonlinear dynamic simulation of horizontal arm reaching
was used to make a graphic rendering of an avatar arm moving
realistically in response to the measured interaction forces. The
underlying assumptions of the simulated reaching dynamics
approximated the association between muscle-generated forces
and motion. The avatar arm was displayed on a horizontal
display that blocked the view to their actual arm, encouraging
subjects to believe the avatar’s movements represented their
own. With this setup, we observed a positive transfer of skills
from an isometric to a free motion condition. Subjects were
able to move straight in the presence of a disturbing force field
after isometric training (experiment 1). We found that subjects
were able to control isometric forces to make an avatar arm
reach with relatively straight trajectories (as if moving in free
motion). To discard possible confounding factors introduced
by exposure to the actual dynamic environment during the
measurement of the transfer effects in experiment 1, we per-
formed a follow-up evaluation that tested the robustness and
nature of this approach (experiment 2). Using pre- vs. poste-
valuations, without using intermittent trials, we evaluated
whether participants were able to compensate for an actual
force field in free motion (experiment 2, transfer effects rVF
group). Furthermore, following isometric training, subjects
exhibited curved movements when moving without the pres-
ence of the force field (null field), indicating aftereffects and
hence a learning effect (experiment 2, transfer effects rNF
group). Essentially, these experiments provided evidence that
participants can learn to move straight in a deviating, velocity-
dependent force field, without ever actually experiencing it.
However, it is also clear that isometric training does not fully
replace free motion training. While subjects were able to move
relatively straight in the presence of a disturbing force field
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after isometric training, we also found that these subjects
tended to perform more lateral movement corrections than
subjects who trained in free motion.

It is possible that a simpler proxy of the hand position, e.g.,
a cursor instead of an avatar, would have elicited the same
results. However, in a recent paper (Farshchiansadegh et al.

2016) we found that, when physically interacting with a double
pendulum (similar to a simplified arm), people move differ-
ently when they see a double pendulum or just a cursor. In
general, it has been shown that perception of body motion is
highly influenced by how an avatar is rendered (see e.g.,
Hodgins et al. 1998). Since we are interested in understanding
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natural movements with (future) application in physical reha-
bilitation, we believe that results and conclusions obtained with
the avatar choice (instead of a cursor) may be more represen-
tative and generalizable to actual movements in particular for
neurologically affected individuals.

This study extends previous work in which information from
a sensory modality (e.g., vision, proprioception) is distorted to
shape motor adaptation. Our previous studies suggest that it is
indeed possible to learn a force field along a reaching move-
ment constrained to a “channel” joining the origin of the
movement and the target. Such learning is achieved by pre-
senting a subject with visual feedback corresponding to the
force exerted on the channel during movement (Melendez-
Calderon et al. 2009; Melendez-Calderon et al. 2011; Tomma-
sino et al. 2014). While these works demonstrated that kines-
thetic error can be replaced by equivalent visual error, tactile,

and proprioceptive feedback of movement after learning was
only slightly different between movements with or without the
channel. Thus it may not be surprising that subjects in these
previous studies could transfer the learned movement to a free
movement condition. In contrast to our previous work in a
channel, isometric training in this study involved sensory
feedback from muscle spindle, cutaneous afferents, Golgi ten-
don organs, and other mechanoreceptors that were all different
from the corresponding free motion condition. Therefore, it
was unclear whether isometric training would transfer to the
movement condition, or whether it would result in poorly
performance due to a misrepresentation of the relationship
between sensory signals and movement. Through the two
complementary experiments of this study, the evidence appears
to be that partial, yet substantial, transfer of motor skills is
obtainable.

Considering the possible confusion that sensory discrepan-
cies might bring to the CNS, our results support the idea of
sensor-independent representation of movements. It is well
known that visual distortions can stimulate motor adaptation
and perception (Brewer et al. 2004; Ernst and Banks 2002;
Flanagan and Rao 1995; Körding and Wolpert 2004; Robles-
De-La-Torre and Hayward 2001; Sainburg et al. 2003; Srini-
vasan and LaMotte 1995) and influence the way dynamic
environments are learned (Heuer and Hegele 2008; Liu et al.
2006; Todorov et al. 1997). Deceptive feedback can cause
subjects to apply larger forces (Brewer et al. 2005) or can
accelerate learning by amplifying error information (Patton et
al. 2013; Patton et al. 2006; Wei et al. 2005a, 2005b). Isometric
training allowed for the trainees to make relevant visual errors
and use feedback to learn how to regulate motor commands
during the activity. As Biocca et al. (2001) suggested, “limited
haptic information can be compensated with appropriate syn-
esthetic stimulation to other sensory modalities.” Our results
suggest that the discrepant proprioceptive information in iso-
metric conditions was overridden by a visual synesthetic illu-
sion and other forms of feedback, which encouraged sensori-
motor adaptation that proved useful. These results also agree
with the good motor performances of neuropathic subjects who
are deprived of proprioceptive feedback (Ghez et al. 1995;
Gordon et al. 1995; Sarlegna et al. 2010).

What Are the Possible Mechanisms That Enabled Subjects
To Learn This Task?

In a recent paper, Casadio et al. (2015) suggested that the
CNS may combine two independent control modules, force
and motion, to generate “compatible force/motion pairs” that
allow the learning of arbitrary motions in contact with the
environment. During isometric training in our experiment, we
required subjects to learn to produce a specific contact force
that translated into a specific motion of the avatar arm. Al-
though there was not actual motion during this condition, it is
possible that the CNS learned a compatible perceived force/
motion pair that enable subjects to compensate for the actual
environment in free motion. However, perception body motion
is influenced by how information from multiple sensory mo-
dalities is combined and otherwise processed (Blanke et al.
2015; Dichgans and Brandt 1978; Graziano 1999; Kalckert and
Ehrsson 2012; Lackner and DiZio 2000; Ostry et al. 2010). In
our study, subjects were able to learn a compatible force/
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motion pair based on deceptive proprioceptive information. A
recent model of motor adaptation (Franklin et al. 2008; Tee et
al. 2010) suggests that the CNS increases muscle activation
based on muscle stretch or shortening in the previous move-
ment. As muscle stretch or shortening resulting from errors
was prevented in our paradigm, changes in muscle activation to
compensate for the force field may have instead resulted from
1) sensory reweighting or 2) sensory realignment between
vision and proprioception.

Sensory reweighting refers to the modification of the relative
contribution of each sensory modality to an overall estimate of
the arm position in space (Block and Bastian 2011; Ernst and
Banks 2002; van Beers et al. 1999). The relative weight
between visual and proprioceptive inputs depends on whether
the fused output is used to determine the position of our own
arm in space (Graziano 1999), to plan the direction of the
movement (van Beers et al. 1999), or to plan motor command
(Sober and Sabes 2005). It has been suggested that the CNS
may combine the estimates from each sensory modality in a
task-optimal manner and based on previous experience (Braun
et al. 2009). But, in contrast to this view, some recent literature
suggests a switched-input model, in which state estimates
arising from vision and proprioception are maintained and used
separately (Judkins and Scheidt 2014) with vision dominating
proprioception. In contrast, sensory realignment refers to the
modification on the estimate from one sensory modality to
match the estimate of another sensory modality (Block and
Bastian 2011; Ghahramani et al. 1997). The realignment mech-
anism is thought to be independent from reweighting, although
they are both correlated such that the sensory modality with the
lowest weight tends to realign the most (Block et al. 2013;
Block and Bastian 2011).

In our experiment, we cannot elucidate which of these
mechanisms were mainly responsible for the observed results.
On one side, there is evidence of sensory reweighting (or a
switch-input model) by the fact that subjects were able to
transfer the acquired motor skills during isometric training to
free motion with similar performance to subjects that only
trained in the free motion condition (comparison E2 and G2); if
the elicited mechanism would have been only sensory realign-
ment, it is likely that the sudden mismatch between vision and
proprioception after isometric training would have resulted in
significantly different aftereffects. On the other side, we also
found that subjects that trained in isometric exhibited more
compensatory movements than those who trained in free mo-
tion (comparison post-rVF G1 vs. post-rVF G3) and that
continuous exposure to free motion after isometric training
resulted in additional adaptation (comparisons E1, H2, and J2).
Such differences could be attributed to sensory realignment,
although other factors such as incomplete adaptation or inac-
curacies in the modeled dynamics of the avatar could also have
played a role in the observed results.

What Are the Possible Neural Mechanisms That Adapted
During Isometric Training?

Different brain areas and neural mechanisms have been
associated with reweighting and realignment. When monkeys
had their arm moved with 1) their arm uncovered (access to
visual and proprioceptive information about arm position) or 2)
their arm covered (only proprioceptive information) or 3) were

shown an avatar of a monkey arm being moved (only visual
information), the same group of neurons in the premotor cortex
were activated (Graziano 1999). Graziano’s study suggested
that visual and proprioceptive inputs converge in the premotor
cortex, encoding information about overall arm position. More
recent primate studies found that Area 5 in the posterior
parietal cortex is involved in the integration of visual and
proprioceptive information to code arm position, which is
connected to the premotor cortex (Buneo et al. 2002; Graziano
et al. 2000). In humans, functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) studies have also observed involvement of the
parietal and premotor cortex in the integration of vision and
proprioception related to the sense of limb ownership (Ehrsson
et al. 2004). Using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),
Block et al. (2013) identified the angular gyrus as a potential
brain area involved in proprioceptive alignment. Other regions,
such as the anterior precuneus and the superior end of the
parieto-occipital sulcus, are also involved in processing infor-
mation from vision and proprioception, but their contribution
depends on the sensory conditions during reaching (e.g., visual
or nonvisual reaching) (Filimon et al. 2009). To investigate
sensory reweighting, subsequent experiments can investigate
whether there is increased or modified activity in the posterior
parietal cortex in a similar paradigm to the one presented here
but using fMRI-compatible technology (e.g., Gassert et al.
2006), or use TMS to produce “virtual lesions” (e.g., Block et
al. 2013), to determine whether adaptation and transfer on our
task is affected.

Furthermore, recent studies have highlighted the role of the
cerebellum in the computation of sensory prediction errors and
its relevance to movement adaptation and learning (Cullen and
Brooks 2015; Krakauer and Mazzoni 2011; Wolpert et al.
1998). Since our results suggest a sensory-independent repre-
sentation of errors, further experiments could investigate the
extent of changes in the cerebellum caused by our paradigm as
a proxy to further test our hypothesis. The sensitivity of
proprioceptors and changes at the spinal circuitry level could
have also adapted during our paradigm. During voluntary
contractions, both alpha and gamma motor neurons are acti-
vated simultaneously (Hunt and Kuffler 1951) in a mechanism
known as alpha-gamma coactivation. Static and dynamic sen-
sitivity of muscles spindles (i.e., gain of Ia afferents) can be
modulated by selective control of gamma motoneurons (Hull-
iger 1984; Prochazka 2010). It is possible that, during isometric
training, muscle proprioceptive sensitivity was altered by
gamma drive as a way to modify the relative weight of this
modality to vision. Such changes in muscle spindle sensitivity
would have direct consequences in the propriospinal pathway
circuitry (Burke et al. 1992) and would require other spinal
pathways such as Monosynaptic Ia excitation, Reciprocal Ia,
Ib, and Renshaw inhibition (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke
2005) to adapt accordingly. Direct changes in these circuits,
would have a big impact in the movement, as demonstrated by
recent computational models of spinal circuitry, which have
shown that adaptation to velocity-dependent force fields could
be achieved by modifying the gains of spinal circuitries (Ra-
phael et al. 2010). Further studies can incorporate electromyog-
raphy recordings and postevaluation of reflexes to determine
the extent to which such circuitry was altered.

Finally, neural representations of action observation or im-
agery are, to an extent, also engaged during movement execu-
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tion (Jeannerod 2001; Macuga and Frey 2012). Such overlap
may explain why people’s performance on a particular task is
influenced by pure observation of another person executing
that task (Ikegami and Ganesh 2014; Kilner et al. 2003; Mattar
and Gribble 2005). For instance, Mattar and Gribble (2005)
had subjects watch a video of another person learning to
perform reaching movements under the influence of a clock-
wise or a counterclockwise velocity-dependent force field;
another group of subjects watched someone else performing
reaching movements, but without adaptation. After the video
demonstrations, observers performed reaching movements
themselves under the influence of a clockwise field. Subjects
who had watched another person adapting to the clockwise
field performed better than those who watched similar move-
ments but without adaptation. Subjects who watched another
person adapting to the counterclockwise field performed the
worst. Therefore, it is possible that the neural mechanisms
engaged by the task similarity itself may have also contributed
to the learning and transfer of motor skills in our paradigm.

Limitations of the Study

This paper provides initial evidence that such an approach
might have merit in training motor skills, but leaves some
important open questions. It remains to be seen whether skills
learned during isometric training conditions generalize to other
unpracticed actions. However, speculating on this issue, we
think that isometric training would not generalize to other parts
of the workspace if the movement is far from arm configuration
maintained during isometric training but would generalize to
different target directions if the movement is close to the
training conditions. Our rationale for this speculation is that
isometric training is essentially a linearization of the controller
around the posture maintained during the training. However,
we think that more important than generalization to other part
of the workspace is the transfer of skills from isometric to a
free motion condition, which we present in this study. If one
wants to train on a different workspace, one could simply
change the initial arm configuration during different training
sessions.

The work from Hwang et al. on adaptation to acceleration-
dependent force fields (Hwang and Shadmehr 2005; Hwang et
al. 2006) suggested that the internal representation of limb state
may be driven by proprioceptive sensors, which encode posi-
tion, velocity, and acceleration in a combined way. Therefore,
it is yet to be tested whether adaptation to acceleration-
dependent fields (e.g., gravity-loaded movements with ob-
jects), driven purely by vision, allows for similar encoding that
would facilitate the transfer of motor skills to real scenarios.

It is also unclear whether actions requiring more degrees of
freedom are possible to train isometrically. There is some
evidence that the perception of movements differs for different
movement directions (Wolpert et al. 1994) and that movements
are adapted based on the perceived space (Flanagan and Rao
1995). Therefore, it is possible that multidimensional move-
ments are harder to learn, just due to perceptual differences on
the different movement directions caused by the display of
visual information in the virtual environment. However, if
isometric training does not generalize to multidimensional
movements, partially constrained training (e.g., Melendez-
Calderon et al. 2011) could also be a possibility, such as

training three-dimensional movements with a simpler two- or
one-dimensional device.

Finally, we chose the task of adapting to a velocity-depen-
dent force field because such a force field does not alter the
stability of the system and its compensation does not require
increased muscle cocontraction. However, humans typically
respond to any new, uncertain environment by cocontraction,
which may subside during adaptation to the new environment
(Franklin et al. 2003). Moreover, it is known that visual
disturbances can induce changes muscle activation (Franklin
and Wolpert 2008) and that muscle activation levels may differ
significantly, even if the task requires subjects to maintain
similar joint angles and torques (Buchanan and Lloyd 1995).
Therefore, a limitation of our study is the lack of electromyog-
raphy (EMG) recordings to compare differences between iso-
metric and free motion training. In addition, real-time EMG
measurements are required to investigate this approach in
unstable or noisy force fields, since the avatar arm needs to
adjust its mechanical impedance based on muscle cocontrac-
tion.

Applications of Isometric Training

This study provides evidence for the concept of limited
sensory training environments, where the user can later transfer
skills and knowledge to real-world application. Such virtual
environments allow for reduced, controlled, and less expensive
environments; therefore, a potentially prominent target appli-
cation area of this approach includes neurorehabilitation of
movement disorders. Our premise is that by exploiting inter-
actions between conflicting sensory stimuli, simple devices
could foster learning of complex dynamics without the need of
an apparatus with complicated mechanical structures such as
multi-DOF robotic devices. Such an approach may enable
home rehabilitation systems using solely a force sensor with an
interactive display. Such motion-free training approaches may
also be beneficial for patients that have spasms caused by
moving, e.g., dystonia.

In any case, the isometric training paradigm presented here
provides a new paradigm for probing how the nervous system
uses sensory information to learn and control movements. It
allows the exploration of the relative role of reweighting and
recalibration of sensory modalities and the implication of such
processes in the acquisition of motor skills. Our assertion is
that, once this process is fully understood and modeled, it can
target a variety of application areas.

APPENDIX

Directional Error

To define “directional error,” let us define the following concepts:
• Origin-target line: line connecting the center of the origin and the

center of the target (origin-target line)
• Ideal aiming line: line joining the cursor position at movement

onset and the center of the target
• First speed peak tangent line: line tangent to the cursor position

at the first speed peak that is at least 25% of the maximum speed
and after 50 ms of movement onset

• First speed peak angle: angle between ideal aiming line and first
speed peak tangent line

• First velocity peak tangent line: line tangent to the cursor position
at the first absolute velocity peak in either parallel or perpendic-
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ular direction to the origin-target line that is at least 25% of the
maximum speed and after 50 ms of movement onset

• First velocity peak angle: angle between ideal aiming line and
first velocity peak tangent line

Directional error was defined as the average between first speed
peak angle and first velocity peak angle. In contrast to computing
directional error by only looking at the first speed peak angle, this
averaging method is more effective at representing the lateral devia-
tion of a movement as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Dynamics of the Avatar Arm

During the isometric condition, forces that subjects applied against
the physical brake were used to move a realistic rendering of an arm
(avatar arm). Human arm dynamics presented in (Melendez-Calderon
et al. 2011) were adapted to this paper’s experimental paradigm. As in
Burdet et al. 2006 and Tee et al. 2004, we assumed that the central
nervous system controls the arm to compensate for its dynamics,
muscle viscoelasticity and reflexes produce a restoring force that can
be modeled as feedback. The dynamics of the avatar arm interacting
with the environment were thus modeled as

H�q�q̈ � C�q ,q̇�q̇ � J�q�T�FVF � FHandle � FRobot� � �FB (3)

FVF corresponds to the force of the dynamic environment (as in Eq.
1), FHandle to the force applied by the subject against the robot when
it is clamped, and FRobot to the modeled dynamics of the robot.

H�q� is the arm inertia matrix and is defined as

H�q� � �a11 a12

a21 a22
�

a11 � J1 � J2 � m1lm1
2 � m2[l1

2 � lm2
2 � 2l1lm2Cos(q2)]

a12 � a21 � J2 � m2[lm2
2 � l1lm2Cos(q2)]

a22 � J2 � m2lm2
2

(4)

q1 and q2 denote the avatar arm’s shoulder and elbow joint angles
(rad), respectively, and are obtained from the inverse kinematic
transformation of the avatar arm’s hand center position. l1 and l2
denote the segment lengths of the subject’s upper arm and forearm
and hand (m), measured at the beginning of the experiment. lm1 and
lm2 denote the upper arm and forearm and hand center of mass from
proximal joint (in m), m1 and m2 the upper arm and forearm and hand
masses (kg), and J1 and J2 the upper arm and forearm and hand mass
moment of inertia (kg m2). These subject-specific parameters were
estimated by measuring the body mass, msubject, and limb segments, l1
and l2, of each subject at the beginning of the experiment and using
the anthropometrical tables from Winter (2004) as follows:

m1 � 0.028msubject

m2 � 0.022msubject

lm1 � 0.436l1

lm2 � 0.682l2

J1 � (0.542l1)2m1

J2 � (0.827l2)2m2

(5)

C�q,q̇�q̇ is the term corresponding to Coriolis and centripetal forces
and is defined as

C�q ,q̇�q̇ � ��m2l1lm2q̇2�2q̇1 � q̇2�sin(q2)

m2l1lm2q̇1
2sin(q2) � (6)

The Jacobian matrix transforming end point force into joint torque
is given by

J�q� � ��l1sin(q1) � l2sin(q1 � q2) �l2sin(q1 � q2)

l1cos�q1� � l2cos(q1 � q2) l2cos(q1 � q2) � (7)

The feedback torque, �FB, produces a restoring force toward a
planned trajectory qd. �FB is proportional to the end point speed by a
factor lambda, � (Eq. 8), to avoid the avatar arm to move by itself.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the directional error concept for different movements (trials A–C). Directional error was defined as the average between first speed peak
angle and first velocity peak angle. Note how, in the case of trial C, this average is a fairer representation of the movement’s lateral deviation; if one would
consider the first speed peak angle only, trial C would be similar to trial B; if one would consider the first velocity peak angle only, trial C would be similar
to trial A.
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Heuristically, this term helped to stabilize the avatar arm’s movement
when it moved relatively “fast” and it was difficult to control the
avatar’s motion based on purely visual feedback. Note that a high �
would make the avatar arm move by itself without any effort from the
subject, whereas a low � would let the subject stabilize the movement
based on visual feedback corrections.

�FB � ��K�qd � q� � D(q̇d � q̇)	

� � 
Speed ⁄ threshold , Speed 	 threshold

1.0, 
Speed � threshold

threshold � 0.8 (m ⁄ s)

(8)

K (N m/rad) is the mean torque-dependent joint stiffness from the
subjects measured by Gomi and Osu (1998), which is a function of the
feedforward torque �FF, defined as

K(�FF) � �10.8 � 3.18
�FF1
 2.83 � 2.15
�FF2

2.51 � 2.34
�FF2
 8.67 � 6.18
�FF2
 � (9)

The feedforward torque �FF was estimated by inverse dynamics
based on the kinematics of the planned trajectory qd. The term D (N
m s/rad)corresponds to the viscosity in joint space, which is nonlin-
early related to joint stiffness and depends on velocity (Tee et al.
2004), defined as

D � (0.42 ⁄ �q̇Tq̇ � 1)K (10)

The planned trajectory qd was computed from the inverse kinemat-
ics of a minimum-jerk trajectory in end point space, Xd.

xd1 � 0

xd2 �

�12 * movLength � 12 * y0 � 6 * movDuration*

ẏ0 � movTime2 * ÿ0
�t5

2 * movDuration5

�

�30 * movLength � 30 * y0 � 16 * movDuration*

ẏ0 � 3 * movDuration2 * ÿ0
�t4

2 * movDuration4

�

�20 * movLength � 20 * y0 � 12 * movDuration*

ẏ0 � 3 * movDuration2 * ÿ0
�t3

2 * movDuration3

�
ÿ0t2

2
� ẏ0t � y0

Xq � R� · �xd1

xd2
�

(11)

where movLength is the requested movement length (i.e., the target
distance); movDuration is the requested movement duration;
y0, ẏ0, and ÿ0 correspond to the instantaneous avatar hand’s position,
velocity, and acceleration along the axis that connects the origin with
a particular target at movement onset; and R� is a rotation matrix that
rotates the trajectory xd2 in the direction of a particular target.

Force produced by the robot dynamics, FRobot was approximated
by end point mass of 0.75 kg with a viscous friction of 15 N s/m.
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